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15°C Clear

Endlessly

Unnoticed I am snapping at air, in awe. Below it is glittering in the early morning sun. Indifferent as a postcard. Bordered by the snow-white

sand.

With an intense radiant sun in the sky. Above that almost immeasurable pond. Between the continents of Africa and Europe.

Dividing line

A new staircase. From or to the beach at Praia da Falésia. Up or down. It's just the way you go. The previous fell prey to devastation. In

November 2015. By a destructive autumn storm.

Down through this improved version. To take a rest on the inviting bench. Gazing at the gently rippling ocean. With its whimsical, unrelenting

reflection. Sleepy, slowly taking a nap. Meanwhile, the sea sucking the beach below.

Startled out of my sleep state. By a screaming low flying seagull. Blurred fragments dissolve from a memory. Verses of a poem or epigram.

Just a catchy thought for my mind's eye. Small and simple but to the point.
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Poetry

Passing by in three lines. Appeared as a projection. Against the background of that intense blue sky. Fanning out slowly, then fading. Almost

magical, a déjà vu.

During that eye-catching, briefly stolen moment. A brainwave of a poet. Whose ideas I have been following for some time. Bert Deben,

language virtuoso and writer.

I saw his lines of poetry printed. On a nice picture of a lake. Captured with reflective clouds. A beau/ful loca/on to stop your thoughts. Wrote

someone in comment there.

Reverie

A nice picture, beyond doubt. Just like my view of the picture above this column. They certainly do not work for each other. Incidentally, these

verses go like this.

When I think at the water - I think less - I do not think - I do not think anymore

So much worth seeing in Portugal. An overwhelming cultural-historical legacy. Ancient art treasures, far too many to mention. Too little time

in one lifetime to admire.

Fractional memories last. Occasionally unannounced surfacing. Unexpectedly clear, but otherwise blurred in time. Sneaking into oblivion.

In retrospect, you do not know why. You are gradually making the best trips. Already dipping into forgotten days in a distant past. In secret

time is slipping.
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Sentiment

Old friends who you do not see anymore. Places where you once came, forgotten. The one calls it scary. The other artificial intelligence at its

best. An iPhone independently producing videos.

From my old photos. Longtime forgotten presented in different styles. Algorithms make a slide serie that shows me more and more gray. At

various Portuguese locations. Which I would like to visit again.

Even every frame of this current sunny beach. Bits and bytes can (un) asked transform it into a rain scene. A piece of cake due to astonishing

technique. Pingeling, tuterdetuut, dingdong, bliepbliep, buzzz.

Sobering

Overloaded with permanent attention-takers, day-in-day-out. SMS, e-mail, WhatsApp messages. Fled from excess stimuli, thinking stopped

for a moment. I just turned it on again.

My mobile went off immediately and shattered the languid afternoon silence. Our gardener on the other side. With the announcement that

he is planning next week.

For the autumn turn. Rrrrrrttt ... pruning, raking, sweeping and cleaning up. Then we have already exchanged this earthly paradise. For

stormy Dutch winds and rain gusts.

Delusion

Out of the grip of this perfect weather. The sparkling air and the immaculate blue sky. The sun is as warm as the shadows cool. Room enough

on the beach furniture. So he sat next to me.
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Unnoticed, because I can sleep anywhere. As soon as the arms of Morpheus open. Awakened by thumping music. From my neighbor's

earplugs. Loud, no extremely noisy. A sound crime against humanity.

Deceptive, dreaming away. If only you could stop the time. Then I sat here tucking. Without musical framing. Hidden behind a child's drawing.

On this bench in hospitable Portugal. Endlessly.
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